


(51) Beside yourself

(52) Your best bet

(53) Six of the best

(54) All bets are off

(55) Don't bet on it

(56) You can bet your boots

Overcome with worry, grief, or 
anger; distraught.

The most favourable option available in 
particular circumstances.

A caning as a punishment, traditionally 
with six strokes of the cane.

The outcome of a particular situation is 
unpredictable

Used to express doubt about an 
assertion or situation

You may be absolutely certain



(57) Bet the farm

(58) Better late than never

(59) Get the better of

(60) Go one better

(61) Your better half

(62) Betwixt and between

Risk everything that you own on a 
bet, investment, or enterprise

It's preferable for something to happen 
or be done belatedly than not at all

Win an advantage over someone; 
defeat or outwit someone

Narrowly surpass a previous effort or 
achievement.

Your husband or wife

Conflicted and unable to decide 
between two options



(63) Your best bib and tucker

(64) Bide your time

(65) A big cheese

(66) The big smoke

(67) Too big for your boots

(68) Get off your bike

Your most formal attire

Wait quietly for a good opportunity

An important and influential person

Any large town

Conceited, boastful  

Become annoyed 



(69) Bill and coo

(70) Top (or head) the bill

(71) Like billy-o

(72) A bird in hand

(73) A bird of passage

(74) A bird's-eye view

behave or talk in a very loving or 
sentimental way

Be the main performer or act in a show, 
play, etc.

Very much, hard, or strong

Something that you have securely or is 
sure of

Someone who is always moving on

A general view from above



(75) Birds of a feather

(76) Have a bird

(77) Strictly for the birds

(78) In your birthday suit

(79) Bit on the side

(80) Do your bit

People with similar tastes, interests, 
etc.

Be very shocked or agitated

Not worth consideration; 
unimportant

Naked

A person with whom you are 
unfaithful to your partner

Make a useful contribution to an 
effort or cause



(81) Bite the dust

(82) Kick the habit

(83) Kick someone when they 
are down

(84) Kick something into touch

(85) Kick up a fuss

(86) Make a killing

Be killed

Stop engaging in a habitual
practice

Cause further misfortune to someone 
who is already in a difficult situation.

Remove something from the centre of 
attention or activity.

Register strong disapproval

Have a great financial success



(87) Come into (or to) your 
kingdom

(88) Everything but the kitchen 
sink

(89) High as a kite

(90) Have kittens

(91) Scoop the kitty

(92) Before you can say knife

Achieve recognition or supremacy

Everything imaginable

Intoxicated with drugs or alcohol

Be extremely nervous or upset

Be completely successful

Very quickly



(93) Go (or be) under the knife

(94) Like a (hot) knife through 
butter

(95) Twist (or turn) the knife

(96) On a knife-edge

(97) A labour of Hercules

(98) Lady Bountiful

Have surgery

Very easily

Deliberately make someone's grief or 
problems worse.

In a tense situation, especially one finely 
balanced between success and failure.

A task requiring enormous strength 
or effort

A woman who engages in ostentatious 
acts of charity to impress others



(99) Shake (or tremble) like a 
leaf

(100) In less than no time

Tremble greatly, especially from 
fear

Very quickly or soon
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